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Carlos Liang
Founder & CEO

Social Media Profiles:
@LosoUno
Carlos Liang

Carlos Liang is the founder and CEO at Divvy where he leads his team
with his vision of disrupting the gaming space through blockchain and
web3. Fascinated by the decentralized future, Carlos strives to foster a
culture within the organization that values innovation, transparency,
respect, and trust.
Carlos has a BS degree with dual concentrations in accounting and
finance from D’Amore-McKim School of Business at Northeastern
University. Prior to Divvy, Carlos spent 5 years at Shift Markets as the
Head of Finance for a rapidly growing startup. During his tenure, he
oversaw all areas of finance within the organization. These functions
included but not limited to treasury, asset management, and financial
modeling/analysis. He also managed a team of 5 employees. The
experience provided exposure to the DeFi space and leveraged this
experience to build out Shift’s proprietary lending product. As a product
manager, he led a team with a mission to build a web product that would
make DeFi accessible to all through a simple and efficient UI/UX. As a
result he was able to build a book of 12 million in AUM in under 7 months.

An entrepreneur at heart, Carlos partnered with Moe to launch an
online retail business named BitShields where they sold cold storage
devices. The lightbulb moment for Divvy happened during his journey
into DeFi where he realized the opportunity to bridge the model over to
the gambling space. Leveraging the skills he’s developed over the
years, he was able to assemble a team of fellow crypto enthusiasts
through hackathons to build out a proof of concept that landed Divvy a
grant from the Solana Foundation.
Carlos is a blockchain maximalist and aspires to be a pioneer in the
space to push the boundaries of distributed technologies to bring on
the next wave of mass adoption through web3 gaming. He’s a strong
proponent of a multichain future where society will finally be freed of
the shackles imposed by corporations and governments.
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Nathan Menkveld
Chief Technology Officer

Social Media Profiles:
@x_Nissi_x
Nathan Menkveld

Nathan Menkveld is the Chief Innovation Officer at Divvy where he
leverages his IT, blockchain, investing, and entrepreneurial experience to
make Divvy a leader in the space. As a Calvin College graduate with a
degree in Computer Science, Nathan has spent years doing business
analysis, architecting, scoping, and implementing high-quality software
solutions. Nathan has been a key component in both architecting and
implementing a global JIT delivery and warehouse management system;
developed, overhauled, and supported numerous mobile applications;
co-developed a native mobile security application; and set up and
optimized a network of remote, headless cryptocurrency miners.

Having worked in software development companies for over 10 years,
Nathan gained exposure to the inner workings and challenges many
companies face. In that time, he developed a keen interest in designing
and optimizing innovative solutions to business problems. This interest
paired well with Nathan’s in-depth knowledge of software, as it has
allowed him to rapidly iterate on ideas while mitigating downside
effects. This has allowed Nathan to offer value at every step along the
way from idea conception and refinement to product delivery.
In addition to his background in technology, Nathan has been involved in
business and financial management from a very young age. By age 9, he
had landed his first job and spent his paychecks buying stocks. Nathan’s
interests in business and financial management continued to grow in the
following years. This interest led him to discover Bitcoin in 2012, when he set
up his first mining rig to mine Litecoin to trade for Bitcoin to optimize gains.

Nathan has followed and invested in the cryptocurrency markets since
that time. Nathan has a very curious mind with many interests. His
hunger for discovering new information has resulted in a great breadth
of knowledge which he is able to draw from when seeking innovative
solutions to problems or finding simple ways to explain complex ideas.
Nathan’s creativity, knowledge base, and skills with business analysis
have allowed him to rapidly fill resource gaps in small teams, find
caveats in designs, and serve as a bridge between technical and nontechnical resources on numerous projects.
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Justin Ratra
Director of Engineering

Social Media Profiles:
@justinratra
Justin Ratra

Justin Ratra is the Director of Engineering. He has over 10 years of
experience between programming and leading technical efforts
at, both, large enterprises and growing startups. He has rigorous
standards to ensure high quality code and stable product launches.
He also enjoys being a mentor and helping everyone around him
achieve and surpass their goals.
At his most recent endeavor, Justin was a critical component in
catapulting a startup into a multimillion dollar company in less than
a year. In only four months from its inception, the company received
accolades from Y Combinator, became profitable without any outside
funding, and amassed hundreds of thousands of users.
Justin's passion for cryptocurrencies began early when he built his first
Bitcoin mining rig in his college dorm and worked on a cryptocurrency
arbitrage trading bot in his spare time. He is confident in the future
Blockchain will have in disrupting the financial industry and will
do everything in his power to lead those efforts.
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Oleksandr Hryhor
Technical Leader / Solution Architect

Social Media Profiles:
Alexander Grigor

Oleksandr (Alex) Hryhor is a Technical Leader & Solutions Architect. He
has over 10 years of programming experience and has been leading
multiple development teams since 2018. His responsibilities include
overseeing development teams and applying a standardization of
development practices across projects. Alex also monitors the reliability
and performance of all internal systems to identify potential areas of
improvement, technical architecture and implementation of innovative
technologies when needed.
Alex has tremendous depth within multiple technical platforms,
including supporting various projects with complex e-commerce
platforms. During his time with eBay Enterprise, he provided health
checks and code audits for across a variety of projects. Alex supported
many high-load projects with complex microservice architecture. He is
driven by a guiding principle of delivering on-time projects and high
quality code across every project.

Throughout his career, Alex has supported a variety of development
languages and technologies as a fullstack developer & architect.
Languages include PHP, Java, TypeScript, Kafka, AWS, Docker &
Kubernetes to name a few. Alex inspires his teams to develop stable, safe
and performant applications that are scalable and simple to support.
Alex’s north star continues to be his passion for his craft, leading
cross functional teams, mentorship, constant learning & having a
servant mentality.
Divvy has formed a strategic partnership with Menklab UA/US.
Oleksandr is a part of Divvy’s dedicated team and is focusing
exclusively on building the Divvy MainNet protocol.
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Andrii Dovhzenko
Blockchain Developer

Social Media Profiles:
Andrii Dovhzenko

Andrii Dovzhenko is a Solana Developer at Menklab UA. He has a
background in the development of Web 2.0 applications that interact
with the blockchain. But at the beginning of this year, he completely
shifted his focus to the development of completely decentralized
applications, and since then he has been concentrating his attention
on the development of Web 3.0 services.
Andrii has experience in developing products that combine a huge
number of technologies related to decentralized finance. As well as
the integration of these technologies into user interfaces and other
DeFi applications.

Andrii is interested in the development of technologies that make
people's lives better, so the main driver of his work is the desire
to create reliable, convenient and secure applications that move
technology and user experience to another level.
Divvy has formed a strategic partnership with Menklab UA/US.
Andrii is a part of Divvy’s dedicated team and is focusing exclusively
on building the Divvy MainNet protocol.
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Drew Couturier
Blockchain Developer

Social Media Profiles:
Drew Couturier

Drew Couturier is a Blockchain Developer. He is responsible for turning
web3 project requirements into fully functional and secure smart
contracts that allow the frontend team to build a web interface for. He
creates various executable transactions, adds security constraints to
ensure all malicious transactions fail, builds unit tests to make sure
wallet funds and data are updated properly and supports the team with
any blockchain questions that arise.
Drew got his start in the software industry during his last year of college
and graduated with a degree in computer science in 2021. Shortly after
graduating, he discovered a passion for decentralized finance, and has
put his focus into the blockchain space since then. Coming from a
family of accountants, DeFi was the perfect fit to bring together his
knowledge of finance and software.
Drew has also found success in real estate, starting a company on the
side that currently owns 4 rental properties. This has helped him as a
developer because he is able to think in a business mindset the same
way that clients do, helping meet their goals and expectations.
Divvy has formed a strategic partnership with Menklab UA/US.
Drew is a part of Divvy’s dedicated team and is focusing exclusively
on building the Divvy MainNet protocol.
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Moe Rahim
Head of Business Development and Revenue Operations

Social Media Profiles:
@moe_rahim
Moe Rahim

Moe Rahim is the Head of Business Development and Revenue
Operations at Divvy where he handles investor relations, develops a
pipeline of potential investors and suitable partners, and works with
marketing and tech to develop a strong GTM strategy. On the Revenue
Operations side of the house he works on building strong processes to
help collect key data points to establish KPIs for the business.
Moe graduated from Northeastern University with a degree in finance. He
has experience in the Hedge Fund space working as an analyst at Point72
- helping execute and maintain a clean book of business for a team of
Portfolio Managers. He has also spent time in the Commercial Real Estate
world working as a broker developing relationships with NYC’s biggest
developers, investors, and property management companies.

More recently he has spent the last few years developing his skills as a
Revenue Operations Manager. He worked at a startup and helped grow
the team from 15 people to over 100. During his time there he helped
build out their sales, marketing, and customer success infrastructure as
well as develop their internal KPIs and benchmarks. This helped the
business grow from a $1M ARR to $25M ARR SaaS business. Previous
to Divvy he was working as a Sales Operations Manager at Bitgo, who
is the largest institutional custodian of digital assets. During his time at
BitGo he had the opportunity to build out their GTM process and learn
more about the crypto space.
While he was obsessed with Bitcoin since 2012 - he truly became a
hodler in 2016 where he and Carlos built a resale business selling cold
storage devices to crypto enthusiasts. He is now a full fledged NFT &
Crypto “degen”. He is a big sports fan and a huge fan of the NY Jets hoping to buy the team one day propelling them to multiple Super Bowls.
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Tom Sullivan
Chief Operating Officer
Tom Sullivan is the COO at Divvy and is currently responsible for
streamlining operations, maintaining timelines and building out
infrastructure to ensure success. Tom wears many hats working to
improve security posture and support the growth of the Divvy family.
Social Media Profiles:
Tadgh Patrick

Tom is a graduate from Northeastern University where he studied
Industrial Engineering and Mathematics. His passion for establishing
and improving processes has involved various spaces such as
aerospace and defense, finance and the software industry. His 10 years
of engineering experience has allowed him to work as both an
individual contributor as well as a manager in multiple capacities,
achieving certifications in Six Sigma, SCRUM and Project Management.
On this note, Tom has spearheaded efforts such as:
Built out and ran Analytics, PMO, IT, Process Improvement &
Customer Success functions
Identified savings of over 100 million dollars in his 10 years of work
Supported new product/feature development with millions of users
in a production environment
Facilitated company wide goals and managed multiple C-level
steering committees
Managed SCRUM teams, ensuring proper requirements and
facilitating all sprint activities
His ability to work at all levels of a business has led to a deep
understanding of how business functions, with an intimacy in every
department outside of accounting. Tom is currently building out a
process improvement team at a Crypto 401(k) company called ForUsAll
focused on process automation and scaling.
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Bohdan Mishchuk, Ph.D
IT Project Manager

Social Media Profiles:
Bohdan Mishchuk

Bohdan Mishchuk is a Project Manager and is responsible for process
planning, organization and leading the completion of projects across
multiple projects. Bohdan strives to deliver projects on time, on budget
and all within scope. He prides himself on his detailed documentation,
high level reporting & communications skills.
Bohdan graduated from Ivano-Frankivsk National Technical University
of Oil and Gas (Ukraine) with a degree in petroleum engineering. He
then pursued his postgraduate work, receiving his Ph.D. in engineering.
Throughout his career, he later became the deputy director of the
Institute of Petroleum Engineering for International Affairs and Science
of Ivano-Frankivsk National Technical University of Oil and Gas.
Working within the higher education system, he found time to pay
attention to the self-government of young scientists as chairman of the
Council of Young Scientists and a member of the Academic Council
and the Scientific Council. He was a deputy of the Bohorodchany
district council (department of youth policy and sports) and Vice
President of the regional public youth organization “Molodyi Rukh”
("Young movement")
Bohdan then took an opportunity to transition his career into the
technology sector. His previous work and life experience allowed him to
launch a successful career as an IT Project Manager, as many of these
skills were transferable across industries.
Bohdan continues to develop in multiple areas, while motivating cross
functional project teams. As a continuous learner, he has also achieved
multiple certificates in Agile, SCRUM & Project Management.
Divvy has formed a strategic partnership with Menklab UA/US.
Bohdan is a part of Divvy’s dedicated team and is focusing exclusively
on building the Divvy MainNet protocol.
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Dmitry Kulikov
BA Team Lead

Social Media Profiles:
Dmytro Kulykov

Dmitry (Dima) Kulikov is a Business Analyst Team Lead at Menklab UA.
He has aligned his career within the IT sector for over 10 years now.
Dima has supported projects throughout a wide range of industries,
including EdTech, FinTec & eCommerce. In his role as Team Lead, he
leverages his vast experiences to drive & inspire projects teams to
deliver world class solutions.

In supporting Divvy, Dima’s wide array of responsibilities include a deep
analysis of overall objectives & goals, while leveraging best practices in
identifying his approach. His assessment of current state / future state is
critical to then explore a gap analysis, business requirements, epics/user
stories, validation and verification requirements. Finally, he then delivers
user story maps, Agile releases and sprint planning, backlog refinement
& sprint demos. The visualization of business processes and data models
are delivered by Activity Diagram/BPMN, State Diagram, ERD, etc.
Dima has supported multimillion dollar projects over the course of his
career. His ability to work with a variety of business stakeholders and
"translate" technical requirements is remarkable. He has developed a
structured approach in tracking project backlogs, business priorities &
guiding clients through how technology can enable products. Dima is
an open minded, fast learning, emerging technology junkie.
Divvy has formed a strategic partnership with Menklab UA/US.
Dmitry is a part of Divvy’s dedicated team and is focusing exclusively
on building the Divvy MainNet protocol.
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Eric Miller
Director of Strategy & Execution

Social Media Profiles:
@ericmiller727
Eric Miller

Eric Miller is the Strategy & Execution Manager at Divvy Bet where he
ensures successful execution of strategic initiatives, oversees projects/
program management, business development, and capital raise
initiatives. As a graduate of Florida State University, Eric studied Political
Science & Law. Eric quickly realized that his passion was not in a
courtroom or in DC but building products and businesses.
Eric brings his proven entrepreneurial experience to the Divvy Team.
With over 15 years in Real Estate Development, he has managed the
successful completion of several luxury vertical construction projects
totaling over $600 million. His most recent project was a five-star JW
Marriott hotel on Clearwater Beach.
In keeping with the hospitality theme, Eric is also the owner of a
seafood & Mexican restaurant on Clearwater Beach. Eric prides himself
in developing leaders while empowering his team to take ownership of
every task. He constantly, challenges his team to get 1% better each
day. The restaurant has been successfully operating for over four years
and recently broke previous sales and customer satisfaction records.
While Eric is newer to the crypto space, he is quickly turning into an
NFT & crypto "degenerate." You can find him heavily involved in many
Discord communities where he is focused on creating strategic
partnerships with other crypto enthusiasts, keeping a pulse on current
trends, and identifying opportunities within every evolving crypto space.
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Brenna Schaaf
Head of Marketing
Brenna brings over a decade of B2C and B2B experience across
SaaS, CPG, and Tech to Divvy.

Social Media Profiles:
@Brennaschaaf
Brenna Schaaf

Prior to joining Divvy, Brenna worked in Chicago’s growing tech
scene where she helped Power Kiosk, a proprietary B2B energy
software company, grow from a team of 5 to 20. In her time there she
oversaw product marketing, brand communications, and go-tomarket product commercialization. Her tech background also
includes time in Ad Tech at Cars.com where she worked on both B2B
and consumer strategy.

Lastly, Brenna brings tremendous functional marketing experience
from MillerCoors where she worked on the Economy & Emerging
Portfolio of beers including Miller High Life, Keystone Light, Mickey’s,
Steel Reserve Alloy Series, Redd’s Apple Ale, and others.
She holds a Master of Science in Marketing from Northwestern
University and two Bachelor of Arts in Sociology and English
Literature from UC Riverside. As a California native, when not at work
Brenna can be found in the outdoors trail running or doing
something under the sun.
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Ryan Duguid
Betting Product Manager

Social Media Profiles:
@Ryan_Duguid
Ryan Duguid

Ryan is the Betting Product Manager at Divvy and is responsible for
attracting volume, ensuring proper pricing, and incorporating
innovation to the betting protocols on the platform. Ryan's background
is in traditional sports betting markets, having worked for MGM
International in Las Vegas. He was one of the first participants in the
first rollout of in-game wagering when Cantor Fitgerald applied their
equity trading algorithms to sports betting.
He spent time in Southern California working in the hospitality industry
and became a Sommelier. This career brought him to many of the wine
growing regions throughout the world and wealth of experience
internationally. During this time, he traded equities and sports part time
for supplemental income. As his accounts grew, he decided to move to
trading full time. He lived in multiple countries trading options and
equities and fully embraced the digital nomad lifestyle.
Once sports betting was legalized in multiple states in the US he
moved to New Jersey to incorporate options strategies into in-game
wagering. In 2018, he became interested in exploring crypto trading
due to the volatility of the markets and added that to the repertoire. In
April of 2020 he took a long position in Solana and hasn't looked
back. Ryan is heavily involved in the Solana ecosystem through Defi,
Nfts, and other investment protocols. He traded and bet professionally
in New Jersey and Las Vegas before taking a position with Divvy as
Betting Product Manager.
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Samuel James
Community Manager & Marketing

Social Media Profiles:
@therealsamy
Samuel James

Samuel James is the Community Manager and also part of the Marketing
team at Divvy Bet where he ensures the community is engaged and
satisfied with the protocol, building meaningful relationship in and outside
of the community, creating community growth strategy centered around
user growth, engagement and retention.
Samuel James graduated from the Ghana institute of management
and Public Administration studying information and communication
technology as a major, Samuel was quick to understand that crypto
was the future and had passion for it making him to indulged in every
aspect of this technology.
With over 4 years of experience in the crypto space and as an
entrepreneur, Sam has been has added to the divvy team significantly
by increasing the total number of audiences on all platforms which
was by understanding the need of community on the crypto space.

Talking about entrepreneurship, Sam is indeed putting foot on all
sector as the founder of an energy consulting firm called Rawamh
Nig LTD which is laying foot in the downstream sector in the face of
global energy transition.
Sam is committed to growing and learning each day to improve in the
crypto space which makes him involved in many discord communities
communicating, staying current with the trends, identifying
opportunities and becoming a crypto degenerate.

